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The equilibrium and Lyapunov stability properties for two-dimensional ideal magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) plasmas with incompressible and homogeneous(i.e., constant density) flows are
investigated. In the unperturbed steady state, both the velocity and magnetic field are nonzero and
have three components in a Cartesian coordinate system with translational symmetry(i.e., one
ignorable spatial coordinate). It is proved that(a) the solutions of the ideal MHD steady state
equations with incompressible and homogeneous flows in the plane are also valid for equilibria with
the axial velocity component being a free flux function and the axial magnetic field component
being a constant,(b) the conditions of linearized Lyapunov stability for these MHD flows in the
planar case(in which the fields have only two components) are also valid for symmetric equilibria
that have a nonplanar velocity field component as well as a nonplanar magnetic field component. On
using the method of convexity estimates, nonlinear stability conditions are established. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1828464]

I. INTRODUCTION

The equilibrium and stability properties of a magneti-
cally confined plasmas are one of the basic objectives in
fusion research and arises in a number of fields including
astrophysics and solar physics. At present there are many
difficulties surrounding the description of fully three-
dimensional configurations and so it is necessary to consider
configurations with additional symmetry. Symmetric con-
figurations of plasmas with steady mass flow occur in both
laboratory experiments(generally axial symmetric) and in a
great variety of astrophysical situations. In many astrophysi-
cal situations such as stellar and extra-galactic winds or col-
limated outflows, axial symmetry is important while in solar
physics translational symmetry is common in models of ar-
cades and coronal loops.

Symmetric magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) flows were
first considered by Chandrasekhar,1 who treated the case of
an axisymmetric incompressible plasma. A variational prin-
ciple was formulated by Woltjer2,3 for an axisymmetric con-
figuration with constant entropy where the formulism of the
magnetic flux function that had been introduced by
Shafranov4 for static equilibria was applied to the dynamic
problem, deriving some integrals of the system. More gen-
eral equations of state were treated by Hameiri.5 A varia-
tional formulation based on minimizing the energy integral
subject to constancy of the topological invariants of the ideal
magnetostatic equations was given by Kruskal and Kulsrud.6

The second variation of the energy integral yielded the
known standard criterion for linear stability given by Bern-
steinet al.7

Explicit sufficient conditions for nonlinear stability of
equilibrium solutions of a variety of fluid and plasma prob-
lems in one, two, and three dimensions were established by

Holm et al.8 In their analysis, they used the development of
the Lyapunov technique for Hamiltonian systems due to
Arnold.9 The classical Lyapunov method finds criteria for
stability of an equilibrium solution of a conservative dynami-
cal system by seeking a constant of motion with a local
extremum at the equilibrium. An important development for
the applicability of the Lyapunov method to fluid dynamics
due to Arnold9,10 analysis of the stability of planar ideal in-
compressible fluid motion, providing nonlinear stability re-
sults that extend the classical linear theory of Lord
Rayleigh.11 Arnold’s technique minimizes the Hamiltonian,
subject to given values of constants of motion for the dy-
namical system. He shows that the minimizing state is a
steady state of the system. Moreover, if the second variation
of the Hamiltonian is strictly positive definite, and if some
mild regularity conditions are satisfied, then the equilibrium
is stable. Similar variational principles for the basic charac-
terization of equilibrium states have been developed by
Taylor12,13 (see also the monograph of Biskamp,14 and refer-
ences therein, which gives details for these topics). Formal
stability of fluids and plasmas has been established by sev-
eral authors who employed some aspects of Arnold’s
method.15–18 The Arnold method has been successfully ap-
plied to a wide range of the problems in fluid mechanics,
astrophysics, and plasma physics.8,19–22

Equilibrium states with mass flow becoming increas-
ingly interesting in magnetic fusion research. Theoretical
studies of flowing plasmas were considered for the first
time.23,24 The problem of axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium
with mass flows has been studied by a number of
authors.25–37For incompressible toroidal equilibria with flow,
the problem was formulated by Avinashet al.25 An approach
for finding exact solutions of axisymmetric stationary MHD
equations describing the spatial structure of collimated flows
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in a magnetized plasma was introduced by Bacciotti and
Chiuderi.26 Several classes of exact analytic stationary equi-
libria with toroidal mass flow were obtained for isothermal
as well as isentropic magnetic surfaces under various pres-
sure and toroidal current density profiles.27 An analytic equi-
libria with constant Mach number28,29MA (defined in Sec. II)
and with nonconstant Mach number30 associated with mono-
tonically increasing safety-factor profiles and differentially
varying radial electric fields similar to those observed during
the transition from the low- to the high-confinement mode in
tokamaks were obtained.

For compressible equilibria with flow, the partial differ-
ential equation governing the axisymmetric equilibrium was
derived by Zehrfeld and Green31 assuming that the gas pres-
sure proportional to the mass density as the equation of state,
while Hameiri32 used the adaibatic law as the equation of
state. Exact solutions for the axisymmetric toroidal plasma
with purely toroidal rotation were obtained.33,34 A compari-
son of the properties of compressible and incompressible
MHD oscillations in toroidal plasmas had been made by
Wahlberg.35 Variational principles based on the minimization
of the energy subject to given values of the constants of
motion of the dynamical system were formulated by
Hameiri.36 MHD equilibria with mass flow in an axisymmet-
ric tokamak were constructed by Cheremnykh37 assuming
that the adiabatic law as the equation of state.

Two-dimensional equilibria with flow have been used in
the context of the solar atmosphere to model coronal loops
and arcades38,39and prominences.40 Exact MHD equilibria of
cylindrical plasma with arbitrary cross-sectional shape were
obtained.41–43 Lyapunov stability conditions for ideal MHD
plasmas with mass flow in axisymmetric toroidal geometry44

and in cylindrical geometry with arbitrary cross section45 are
determined in the Eulerian representation. For cylindrical
and axisymmetric geometries, a work developed by
Vladimirov et al.46–48 for describing the stability properties
of ideal MHD plasmas is applied to study the nonlinear sta-
bility of a wide class of incompressible MHD states.49,50

Previously, the stability of ideal incompressible MHD
flows in the plane with constant density was investigated by
Holm et al.8 An approach to the study of the equilibrium and
stability of ideal MHD flows was introduced by Vladimirov
et al.46,47 They dealt only with fields having two planar
components,47 and consequently obtained stability conditions
equivalent to those obtained by Holmet al.8

Here we investigate the problem in the presence of non-
planar components of both the velocity and magnetic field.
We use a principle of minimum constrained energy to derive
the equilibrium equations for this class of MHD flows. The
equilibrium solutions are associated to critical points of a
nonlinearly conserved functional. We establish variational
principles and obtain sufficient conditions for linear and non-
linear Lyapunov stability of the symmetric plasma equilibria
with mass flow. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we introduce the governing equations of ideal incompress-
ible MHD and derive the equilibrium equations in the steady
state. In Sec. III, we discuss the constants of motion and
associate the equilibrium states to critical points of a con-
served Lyapunov functional. In Sec. IV, we establish suffi-

cient conditions for linearized Lyapunov stability of the
MHD equilibria given in Sec. III. In Sec. V, we establish
sufficient conditions for nonlinear stability of these MHD
equilibria. The paper is summarized in Sec. VI.

II. GOVERNING AND EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS

In some cases of plasma equilibria the compressible flow
is impossible. For example, as shown by Throumoulopoulos
and Pantis41 when they considered the equilibrium of a cy-
lindrical plasma with purely poloidal flow they remarked that
only incompressible flows are possible. Clearly this case of
equilibrium plasma flow is included in the considered stabil-
ity problem. The assumption of incompressibility condition
for the plasma flow results in a considerable simplification of
the problem in which the equilibrium equations reduce to an
elliptic partial differential equation which is analytically trac-
table, while the equation is hyperbolic in the compressible
case. Moreover, the study of incompressible flows may be
leads to some hidden properties for the equilibrium state.
Indeed, Throumoulopoulos and Tasso42 had showed that for
the case of cylindrical isothermal plasma with incompress-
ible flow the magnetic surfaces necessarily have a circular
cross section. As we mentioned in the Introduction, a com-
parison of compressible and incompressible MHD oscilla-
tions in toroidal plasmas was made by Wahlberg.35 It is
shown that in an incompressible plasma, the Alfvén wave
equation describing toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes in a lowb
tokamak has two distinguishing features as compared with
the corresponding equation in the compressible case, viz.,(i)
the Alfvén continua are modified and(ii ) a coupling between
m (poloidal mode number) andm±2 takes place.

In the following treatment we shall prove that the solu-
tions of the ideal MHD steady state equations with incom-
pressible and homogeneous flows in the plane are also valid
for equilibria with the axial velocity component being a free
flux function and the axial magnetic field component being a
constant.

The ideal incompressible MHD plasma flows are gov-
erned by the following set of equations, written in standard
notations and convenient units: The momentum equation

]v

]t
+ sv · = dv = − = p + J ∧ B, s1d

the incompressibility condition

= ·v = 0, s2d

Faraday’s law

= ∧ E = −
]B

]t
, s3d

Ampère’s law

= ∧ B = J, s4d

the divergence-free Gauss law

= ·B = 0, s5d

and Ohm’s law
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E + v ∧ B = 0, s6d

wheret, v, p, B, J, andE stand as usual for the time, fluid
velocity, gas pressure, magnetic field(induction), electric
current density, and electric field, respectively. Under as-
sumption of translational symmetry, we consider an incom-
pressible, homogeneous(with unit density), inviscid, and
perfectly conducting fluid contained in a domainD with
fixed boundary]D. For this configuration all the physical
quantities are invariant under translations in fixed direction,
which we may take to be the directionOz of a Cartesian
coordinate systemOxyz with unit vectorsex, ey, andez. The
domain D is then of cylindrical shape with arbitrary cross
section. The boundary conditions are taken to be

n ·v = 0, n ·B = 0 on]D, s7d

wheren=sn1,n2,0d is the outward unit normal to]D.
From the symmetry assumption, it is possible to write

the divergence-free fieldsB andv in the form

B = = c ∧ ez + Bzez, s8d

v = = f ∧ ez + vzez, s9d

where csx,y,td, fsx,y,td, Bzsx,y,td, and vzsx,y,td are the
poloidal magnetic flux function, the poloidal stream function,
the z component of the magnetic field and thez component
of the velocity field, respectively.

From Eqs.(8) and(9), both the electric current densityJ
and vorticityv can be expressed as

J = = Bz ∧ ez − ¹2cez, s10d

v = = vz ∧ ez − ¹2fez. s11d

SinceB ·=c=v ·=f=0, the magnetic and flow surfaces are
characterized, respectively, by the conditionscsx,y,td
=const andfsx,y,td=const. Besides, since they are related
to the flux of the corresponding vector field, they are gener-
ally referred to as flux functions.

Equations(8) and(10) yield the following representation
of the magnetic force:

J ∧ B = = Bz ∧ = c − = SBz
2

2
D − ¹2c ¹ c. s12d

Using the identity

sv · = dv = = Sv2

2
D − v ∧ s= ∧ vd, s13d

we have

sv · = dv − J ∧ B = 1
2 = sv2 − vz

2 + Bz
2d − ¹2f = f

+ = vz ∧ = f + ¹2c = c

+ = c ∧ = Bz. s14d

In the steady states] /]t=0d Faraday’s law(3) becomes
=∧E=0, and hence the electric field is expressed asE
=−=F, whereF is the electric potential. Thus Ohm’s law is
projected alongez andB yielding, respectively,

ez · s=f ∧ ezd ∧ s=c ∧ ezd = 0 s15d

and

B · = F = 0. s16d

Equations(15) and (16) imply that f=fscd and F=Fscd,
respectively. This means that the stream function and the
electric potential are flux functions. Two additional flux func-
tions are found from the component of Eq.(6) perpendicular
to a magnetic surface:

vz − Bzf8 = F8, s17d

and from the component of the momentum Eq.(1) alongez:

f8vz − Bz = Fscd, s18d

with an arbitrary functionFscd. The prime denotes differen-
tiation with respect toc.

Solving the set of Eqs.(17) and (18) for Bz andvz, one
obtains

Bz =
f8F8 − F

1 − sf8d2 , s19d

vz =
F8 − f8F

1 − sf8d2 . s20d

Equations(19) and (20) imply that Bz and vz are flux
functions[Bz=Bzscd andvz=vzscdg. They have a singularity
when sf8d2=1.

The Alfvénic Mach numberMA for the components of
the velocity normal to the invariance directionez is

MA ;
uv ∧ ezu
uvA ∧ ezu

= f8, s21d

wherevA=B is the Alfvén velocity. Then the Alfvénic Mach
number is a flux function and the singularity of Eqs.(19) and
(20) can be written asMA

2 =1.
From Eqs.(8), (9), and (17) we obtain the following

relation between the velocity and magnetic field:

v = f8B + F8ez, s22d

from which it is clear that the two vectorsv andB are par-
allel only if F8=0 [i.e., if E=0, according to Ohm’s law(6)].

With the aid of Eq.(14), the momentum Eq.(1) in the
steady state reads

¹fp + 1
2sv2 − vz

2 + Bz
2dg − ¹2f = f + ¹2c = c = 0, s23d

where we used the functional dependence onc of the quan-
tities f, Bz, andvz.

Using Eq.(9), Eq. (23) becomes

=Fp +
sf8d2

2
u ¹ cu2G + F¹2c − f8¹2f +

sBz
2d8
2

G = c = 0.

s24d

Scalar multiplication of Eq.(24) by B yields
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B · = Fp +
sf8d2

2
u ¹ cu2G = 0. s25d

Equation(25) can be integrated to yield an expression for the
pressure

p = Kscd −
sf8d2

2
u ¹ cu2, s26d

whereKscd is the static pressure.
Substitution of Eq.(26) into Eq. (24) yields

¹2c − f8¹2f + SK +
Bz

2

2
D8

= 0. s27d

Equation (27) is commonly known as generalized Grad–
Shafranov equation, as it represents the generalization to dy-
namical equilibria of the equation obtained for the static
case. If the analytical form of the arbitrary functions ofc is
chosen, then Eq.(27) becomes a nonlinear second-order par-
tial differential equation for the unknown functioncsx,yd.

Substitution of ¹2f=f8¹2c+f9u=cu2 into Eq. (27)
yields the elliptic partial differential equation

f1 − sf8d2d¹2c − f8f9u ¹ cu2 + SK +
Bz

2

2
D8

= 0. s28d

In the following we discuss special cases of Eq.(27).
(i) WhenBz=const, Eq.(27) is then

¹2c − f8¹2f + K8 = 0, s29d

which is the generalized Grad–Shafranov equation in the
plane. Note that Eq.(27) does not contain the axial velocity
vz. Hence the solutions of the ideal incompressible MHD
equations which describes the equilibrium states of a plasma
in the plane are also valid for equilibria with the axial veloc-
ity component being a free flux function and the axial mag-
netic field component being a constant.

(ii ) Whenf=ac (with a2Þ1), Eq. (27) is reduced to

¹2c +
1

1 − a2SK +
Bz

2

2
D8

= 0. s30d

This equation is similar in the form to the equation govern-
ing static equilibria; the only explicit difference is the pres-
ence ofa. Equation(30) can be linearized for several choices
of K+Bz

2/2 and a variety of analytic solutions of the linear-
ized equation can be derived. Moreover, it can still posses
several classes of exact solutions for the nonlinear case(Ref.
51 and references there in).

III. CONSTANTS OF MOTION AND VARIATIONAL
PRINCIPLE

In this section we formulate a variational principle for
MHD equilibria given in Sec. II.

Using Eq.(6), Faraday’s law(3) can be written in the
form

]B

]t
= = ∧ sv ∧ Bd. s31d

The sx,yd components of Eq.(31) yield

]c

]t
+ sv · = dc = 0, s32d

which means that the flux ofB through any closed material
circuit being conserved.

The ideal MHD equations conserve the total energy

E =E
D

1

2
sv2 + B2ddt, s33d

wheredt=dxdy. The other invariants for ideal incompress-
ible MHD in the cylindrical case are the flux weighted

C1 =E
D

F1scddt, s34d

the momentum

C2 =E
D

vzF2scddt, s35d

the magnetic helicity

C3 =E
D

BzF3scddt, s36d

and the rotation

C4 =E
D

vzF4scddt, s37d

whereF1, F2, F3, andF4 are arbitrary functions. The first of
these, the flux-weightedC1, is conserved with the aid of Eqs.
(2) and (32), which readily imply

]

]t
fF1scdg = − = · fvF1scdg. s38d

HenceC1 will be conserved for perfectly conducting plasmas
by using the boundary conditions(7). The second invariant,
the momentumC2, yields from Eqs.(1), (2), (5), (8), and
(32), which readily imply

]

]t
fvzF2scdg = = · fF2scdsBzB − vzvdg. s39d

The invariance of the magnetic helicityC3 follows from Eqs.
(2), (5), (8), (31), and(32) which yield

]

]t
fBzF3scdg = = · fF3scdsvzB − Bzvdg. s40d

Finally, the invariant of the rotationC4 arises by taking the
curl of Eq. (1) which yields

]v

]t
+ = ∧ sv ∧ vd = = ∧ sJ ∧ Bd. s41d

Then with the aid of the identity

= ∧ sa ∧ bd = a = ·b + sb · = da − b = ·a − sa · ¹ db,

s42d

the z component of Eq.(41) reads
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]vz

]t
+ v · = vz − v · = vz = B · = Jz − J · = Bz. s43d

Using Eqs.(10) and (11), we find that the third term in the
left-hand side and the second term in the right-hand side
vanish. Thus Eq.(43) becomes

]vz

]t
+ v · = vz = B · = Jz. s44d

Hence using Eqs.(2), (5), (8), and(32), we have

]

]t
fvzF4scdg = = · fF4scdsJzB − vzvdg. s45d

The identity(45) proves the invariance ofC4 for the bound-
ary conditions(7). Thus, for cylindrical ideal incompressible
MHD plasmas the four integralsC1, C2, C3, andC4 are con-
served. The constants of motionE, C1, C2, C3, andC4 in Eqs.
(33)–(37) will be used to characterize the equilibrium states
for ideal incompressible MHD.

Consider now the functional

R = E + C1 + C2 + C3 + C4. s46d

The equilibria for MHD flows may be sought as critical
points of the functionalR in Eq. (46). The first variation of
R is

dR =E
D

f=f · = df + = c · = dc + svz + F2ddvz

+ sBz + F3ddBz + sF18 + vzF28 + BzF38 + vzF48ddc

+ F4dvzgdt. s47d

Applying Gauss divergence theorem to the first and second
terms of Eq.(47), we get

dR =E
D

fsf + F4ddvz + svz + F2ddvz + sBz + F3ddBz

+ sF18 + vzF28 + BzF38 + vzF48 + Jzddcdt

+E
]D

n · sf = df + dc = cdds.g s48d

The surface integral in Eq.(48) vanishes with the boundary
conditions

f = 0, dc = 0 on]D. s49d

The boundary conditiondc=0 is consistent with the second
condition in Eq. (7), which implies thatc=const on]D.
Hence Eq.(48) becomes

dR =E
D

fsf + F4ddvz + svz + F2ddvz + sBz + F3ddBz

+ sF18 + vzF28 + BzF38 + vzF48 + Jzddcgdt. s50d

From Eq.(50), the sufficient conditions fordR=0 are

f + F4 = 0, s51ad

Vz + F2 = 0, s51bd

Bz + F3 = 0, s51cd

F18 + vzF28 + BzF38 + vzF48 + Jz = 0. s51dd

Equations(51a)–(51c) imply that the quantitiesf, vz andBz

are flux functions as we proved in Sec. II. Also we find that
the velocity and magnetic field are related by

v = − F48B − sF2 + F3F48dez, s52d

which coincide with the relation(22).
Equation(51d) is the generalized Grad–Shafranov equa-

tion. If we chooseF2=F4=0, then by Eq.(52) we find that
v=0, i.e., we have a static equilibrium and hence Eq.(51d) is
reduced to the magnetostatic Grad–Shafranov equation.

Now we show that the critical point conditions forR,
Eqs. (51a)–(51d), imply the equilibrium relations for ideal
incompressible MHD equations[Eqs.(1)–(6) with vanishing
time derivatives]. Relation(52) gives immediately

= ·v = − B · = F48 = 0, s53d

v ∧ B = − sF2 + F3F48d = c = = F, s54d

which satisfy the incompressibility condition(2) and Ohm’s
law (6) at the steady state. Besides, thez component of Eq.
(52) coincides with Eq.(17). Formula(52) also implies the
relation

v · = c = 0, s55d

which satisfies Eq.(32) at the steady state.
Substitution of Eqs.(51a)–(51c) into Eq. (51d) yields

Jz − f8vz + SF1 −
vz

2 + Bz
2

2
D8

= 0. s56d

If we choose the functionF1 on the form

F1 =
vz

2

2
− K, s57d

and substituteJz=−¹2c and vz=−¹2f [from Eqs.(10) and
(11)] into Eq. (56), then Eq.(56) becomes identical with Eq.
(27). This shows that Eq.(56) represents the component of
the momentum Eq.(1) perpendicular to a magnetic surface at
the steady state. Therefore the critical point conditions
(51a)–(51d) of the functionalR in Eq. (46) imply the equi-
librium relations for ideal incompressible MHD equations.

IV. LINEARIZED LYAPUNOV STABILITY

In this section we establish sufficient conditions of lin-
earized Lyapunov stability for the MHD equilibria given in
Sec. III.

According to the general theory of Arnold,9,10 if the
functional R is extremal(maximum or minimum) for all
admissible variationsdc, df, dvz, anddBz then the system
considered is linearly stable. Thus the conditions on the equi-
librium flow for d2R to be definite in sign are sufficient
conditions for linearized Lyapunov stability(see Holmet al.8

and also Spies,52 and references therein for additional discus-
sions of Lyapunov methods8 and the energy principle
methods52 in plasma physics).
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From Eq. (47), the second variation ofR in Eq. (46)
gives

d2R =E
D

hs¹dfd2 + s¹dcd2 + sdvzd2 + sdBzd2

+ 2sF28dvzdc + F38dBzdcd

+ sF19 + vzF29 + BzF39 + vzF49dsdcd2

+ 2F48dvzdcjdt. s58d

The last term in Eq.(58) can be integrated by parts to yields

E
D

2F48dcdvzdt =E
D

2 = sF48dcd · = dfdt

−E
]D

2F48dcn · = dfds. s59d

The surface integral vanishes by using the boundary condi-
tions (49) and then Eq.(59) becomes

E
D

2F48dcdvzdt =E
D

2 = sF48dcd · = dfdt

=E
D

2sF48 = dc · = df

+ dc = F48 · = dfddt. s60d

Substituting Eq.(60) into Eq. (58), we get

d2R =E
D

fs=dfd2 + s=dcd2 + sdvzd2 + sdBzd2

+ 2sF28dvzdc + F38dBzdc + F48 = dc · = df

+ dc = F48 · = dfd + sF19 + vzF29 + BzF39 + vzF49d

3sdcd2gdt. s61d

Let s]xdf ,]ydfd ands]xdc ,]ydcd are thesx,yd components
of =df and=dc, respectively, then the second variation Eq.
(61) can be rearranged into matrix quadratic form as follows:

d2R =E
D

s]xdf ]ydf dvz ]xdc ]ydc dBz dcd 31
1 0 0 F48 0 0 ]xF48

0 1 0 0 F48 0 ]ydc

0 0 1 0 0 0 F28

F48 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 F48 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 F38

]xF48 ]ydc F28 0 0 F38 f

21
dv1

]xdf

]ydf

dvz

]xdc

]ydc

dBz

dc

2dt, s62d

where f =F19+vzF29+BzF39+vzF49.
The purely algebraic quadratic form is positive definite if

and only if each of its subdeterminants along the principal
diagonal (principal minors) is positive definite. The seven
principal minors of the symmetric 737 matrix in Eq.(62)
are

m1 = m2 = m3 = 1, m4 = 1 − sF48d
2, m5 = m6 = s1 − sF48d

2d2,

m7 = s1 − sF48d
2dhf1 − sF48d

2gff − sF28d
2 − sF38d

2g − s]xF48d
2

− s]yF48d
2j.

Therefore the second variationd2R is positive definite pro-
vided

sF48d
2 ø 1, s63ad

s1 − sF48d
2dsf − sF28d

2 − sF38d
2d ù u = F48u

2. s63bd

Differentiating Eq.(51d) with respect toc and using Eqs.
(51a)–(51c), one gets

f − sF28d
2 − sF38d

2 = f8vz8 − Jz8

=
f8 = c · = vz − = c · = Jz

u = cu2
. s64d

Substituting Eqs.(64) and (51a) into Eqs.(63a) and (63b),
we obtain the following stability criterion.

A. Criterion A

For velocity and magnetic fields tangent to the boundary
in a cylindrical domain with arbitrary cross section, the
steady state solutions of ideal MHD plasmas with incom-
pressible flows are linearly stable provided

sf8d2 ø 1, s65ad

f1 − sf8d2gSf8 = c · = vz − = c · = Jz

u = cu2 D ù u ¹ f8u2,

s65bd

throughoutD.
Based on the definition(21) for the Alfvénic Mach num-

ber, condition(65a) can be written asMA
2 ø1, which means
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that the flow must be sub-Alfvénic. The algebraic condition
(65b) places a constraint on the fieldsv and B. Conditions
(65a) and(65b) require in fact the cylindrical equilibrium to
be in the elliptic regime. Now we rearrange the second varia-
tion d2R into another form which yields other stability con-
ditions. The second variation(61) can be rewritten as

d2R =E
D

ff=df + = sF48dcdg2 + sdvz + F28dcd2

+ sdBz + F38dcd2 + s=dcd2 + ff − sF28d
2 − sF38d

2g

3sdcd2 − f=sF48dcdg2gdt. s66d

The last term in Eq.(66) can be integrated as follows:

E
D

f=sF48dcdg2dt =E
D

fsF48d
2s¹dcd2

+ = · fsdcd2F48 ¹ F48g

− sdcd2F48¹
2F48gdt

=E
D

fsF48d
2s¹dcd2 − sdcd2F48¹

2F48gdt.

s67d

Substituting Eq.(67) into Eq. (66), we obtain

d2R =E
D

ff=df + = sF48dcdg2 + sdvz + F28dcd2 + sdBz

+ F38dcd2 + f1 − sF48d
2gs¹dcd2 + ff − sF28d

2 − sF38d
2

+ F48¹
2F48gsdcd2gdt. s68d

Using Eqs.(64) and (51a), the following stability criterion
can be obtained.

B. Criterion B

The ideal MHD steady state mentioned in Criterion A is
linearly stable provided

sf8d2 ø 1, s69ad

f8 = c · = vz − = c · = Jz

u = cu2
+ f8¹2f8 ù 0, s69bd

throughoutD.
Criterion B confirms the requirement that the equilib-

rium flow should be sub-Alfvénic in a rotating frame deter-
mined on each flux surface. This does not mean that every
configuration with sub-Alfvénic flow velocity is stable, but it
should satisfy additional condition(rather than the sub-
Afvénic condition) on the fieldsv and B in order to the
equilibrium state being stable. This is shown in condition
(69b). In the special case, when the magnetic field lines are
perpendicular to a magnetic surface while the flow velocity
is tangent to it; the equilibrium state is stable if the current
density decreases with respect to the magnetic flux function.

Conditions(69a) and (63b) are equivalent to those ob-
tained in Refs. 8 and 47. It should be pointed out that these
authors investigated the equilibrium and stability of incom-

pressible MHD plasmas with planar flow and magnetic field
svz=Bz=0d, while we have considered the problem in the
presence of the axial velocity and magnetic fieldsvzÞ0,Bz

Þ0d. We note that conditions(65a), (65b), (69a), and(69b)
do not contain any terms ofvz or Bz. So the stability condi-
tions for planar incompressible MHD are also valid for sym-
metric equilibria that has a nonplanar velocity field compo-
nent and a nonplanar magnetic field component.

C. Examples

(i) The Grad–Shafranov solutionssv=0d: For these equi-
libria, f8=0. Therefore the steady state is linearly stable pro-
vided that

Jz8 ø 0. s70d

(ii ) The Alfvén solutionssv=Bd: In this casef8=1, so
vz=Jz=−¹2c and hence the conditions(65a) and (65b) of
Criterion A and Eqs.(69a) and (69b) of Criterion B are im-
mediately satisfied. Then the Alfvén solutions are linearly
stable.

(iii ) Flow and field are perpendicular to the plane: Sup-
pose that

v = vzez, B = Bzez. s71d

In this casef=c=Jz=0, which satisfies the conditions(65a),
(65b), (69a), and(69b). Then the state(71) is linearly stable.

V. NONLINEAR STABILITY

In this section we establish nonlinear stability conditions
for the MHD equilibria given in Sec. III. We use the stability
algorithm introduced in Holmet al.8 in the sense of the
Lyapunov definition of nonlinear stability which states that,
in terms of a normi i, an equilibrium pointue of a dynamical
system is said to be nonlinearly stable if for every«.0 there
is a d.0 such that ifius0d−uei,d, then iustd−uei,« for
t.0 (t is the time).

Briefly, we list the nonlinear stability algorithm of Holm
et al.8

A. Stability algorithm

(a) Choose a Banach spaceU of fields u and write the
equations of motion onU as

]u

]t
= Xsud, s72d

for a nonlinear operatorX mapping a domain inU to U.
(b) Find a conserved functionalH for (72), usually rep-

resenting the total energy; that is find a mapH : U→R (the
real numbers) such thatdHsud /dt=0 for continuously differ-
entiable solutionu of Eq. (72).

(c) Find a family of constants of motion for Eq.(72).
That is, find a collection of functionalsC on U such that
dCsud /dt=0 for any continuously differentiable solutionu of
Eq. (72).

(d) Relate an equilibrium solutionue of Eq. (72) to the
constant of motionC by requiring thatRªH+C have a
critical point atue.
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(e) Find quadratic forms(convexity estimates) Q1 and
Q2 on U such that

Q1sDud ø Hsue + Dud − Hsued − DHsued · Du, s73ad

Q2sDud ø Csue + Dud − Csued − DCsued · Du, s73bd

for all Du=u−ue in U. Then require that

Q1sDud + Q2sDud . 0, for all Du Þ 0 in U. s74d

(f) If steps from(a) to (e) have been carried out, then for
any solutionu of Eq. (72) we have the followinga priori
estimate onDu:

Q1sDud + Q2sDud ø Rfus0dg − Rsued. s75d

(g) Set iDustdi2=Q1sDud+Q2sDud, so iDustdi defines a
norm onU and the functionalR is continuous in this norm at
ue, thenue is nonlinearly stable.

Now we apply the above procedure to the considered
problem in Sec. III. For simplicity we denoteu for the equi-
librium point instead ofue.

All the steps(a)–(d) have been carried out in Secs. II and
III, where the conserved functionalH in step(b) has taken to
be the total energy, i.e.,H=E and the collection of a family
of constants of motion in step(c) is C=C1+C2+C3+C4.
What remains is to apply steps(e)–(g).

SinceE is quadratic, we chooseQ1=E. Next consider

Ĉ = Csc + Dc,vz + Dvz,Bz + DBz,vz + Dvzd − Csc,vz,Bz,vzd − DCsc,vz,Bz,vzdCsDc,Dvz,DBz,Dvzd

=E
D

fF1sc + Dcd + svz + DvzdF2sc + Dcd + sBz + DBzdF3sc + Dcd − F1scd − svz + DvzdF2scd

− sBz + DBzdF3scd − svz + DvzdF4scd − sF18scd + vzF28scd + BzF38scd + vzF48scddDcgdt, s76d

whereDs·d refers to perturbations.
Using the following notation:

F̂i = Fisc + Dcd − Fiscd − Fi8scdDc, s77ad

Fi
* = Fisc + Dcd − Fiscd, s77bd

with i =1, . . . ,4; thus Eq.(76) becomes

Ĉ =E
D

fF̂1sDcd + vzF̂2sDcd + BzF̂3sDcd + vzF̂4sDcd

+ sDvzdF2
*sDcd + sDBzdF3

*sDcd + sDvzdF4
*sDcdgdt.

s78d

Using Taylor’s expansion with remainder in Lagrange’s
form, we obtain

Ĉ =
1

2
E

D

hfF19sc1d + vzF29sc1d + BzF39sc1d + vzF49sc1dg

3sDcd2 + 2fF28sc2dDvz + F38sc2dDBz

+ F48sc2dDvzgDcjdt, s79d

where

c1 = c + u1Dc, c2 = c + u2Dc, 0 , u1, u2 , 1. s80d

For finite-amplitude perturbationscminøc1,c2øcmax, we

use the functionf defined after Eq.(62) to write Ĉ as the
following form:

Ĉ =
1

2
E

D

hffsc1d − fF28sc2dg2 − fF38sc2dg2gsDcd2

+ fDvz + F28sc2dDcg2 + fDBz + F38sc2dDcg2

− sDvzd2 − sDBzd2 + 2F48sc2dDvzDcjdt. s81d

Consequently, for sF28dminøF28sc2dø sF28dmax, sF38dmin

øF38sc2dø sF38dmax, and fminø fsc1dø fmax, we take the qua-
dratic functionalQ2 in Eq. (73b) to be

Q2 =
1

2
E

D

hffmin − sF28
2dmax− sF38

2dmaxgsDcd2 + fDvz

+ F28sc2dDcg2 + fDBz + F38sc2dDcg2 − sDvzd2

− sDBzd2 + 2F48sc2dDvzDcjdt, s82d

and hence

sQ1 + Q2dsDc,Dvz,DBz,Dvzd

=
1

2
E

D

hffmin − sF28
2dmax− sF38

2dmaxgsDcd2

+ fDvz + F28sc2dDcg2 + fDBz + F38sc2dDcg2

+ f=sDfdg2 + f=sDcdg2 + 2F48sc2dDvzDcjdt. s83d

As in Eq. (59), the last term in Eq.(83) integrated by parts
and then
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Q1 + Q2 =
1

2
E

D

hffmin − sF28
2dmax− sF38

2dmaxgsDcd2

+ fDvz + F28sc2dDcg2 + fDBz + F38sc2dDcg2

+ f=sDfd + = sF48sc2dDcdg2 + f=sDcdg2

− f=sF48sc2dDcdg2jdt. s84d

The last term in Eq.(84) can be integrated like as in Eq.(67)
and hence Eq.(84) becomes

Q1 + Q2 =
1

2
E

D

hf1 − F48
2sc2dgf¹sDcdg2 + ffmin

− sF28
2dmax− sF38

2dmax+ F48sc2d¹2F48sc2dgsDcd2

+ fDvz + F28sc2dDcg2 + fDBz + F38sc2dDcg2

+ f=sDfd + = sF48sc2dDcdg2jdt. s85d

Condition (74) holds whenQ1+Q2 is positive; this holds if

F48
2sc2d , 1, s86ad

fmin − sF28
2dmax− sF38

2dmax+ F48sc2d¹2F48sc2d . 0. s86bd

Thus, in the norm

isDc,Dvz,DBz,Dvzdi2 = sQ1 + Q2dsDc,Dvz,DBz,Dvzd,

s87d

whereQ1+Q2 is given by Eq.(85), thea priori estimate(75)
holds. Put

Asx,yd =
f8scd = c · = vz − = c · = Jz

u = cu2
,

for all x,y P D, s88d

and return to Eqs.(51) and (64), we can summarize our
findings in the following nonlinear stability criterion.

B. Nonlinear stability criterion

Let sc ,vz,Bz,vzd be an equilibrium solution of the sys-
tem (1)–(6). Suppose the following.

(i) Equations(51a)–(51d) are satisfied for some twice
continuously differentiable functionsF1scd, F2scd, F3scd,
andF4scd.

(ii ) For −̀ ,cminøcsx,ydøcmax,`, the functions
F2scd, F3scd, and fscd=F19+vzF29+BzF39+vzF49 satisfy

− ` , sF28dmin ø F28scd ø sF28dmax, `, s89ad

− ` , sF38dmin ø F38scd ø sF38dmax, `, s89bd

− ` , fmin ø fscd ø fmax, `. s89cd

(iii ) For −̀ ,cminøcsx,ydøcmax,`,

ff8scdg2 , 1, s90ad

Amin + f8scd¹2f8scd . 0; s90bd

then sc ,vz,Bz,vzd is nonlinearly stable relative to the norm

isDc,Dvz,DBz,Dvzdi2 =
1

2
E

D

sf1 − f8scd2gf=sDcdg2

+ fAmin + f8scd¹2f8scdgsDcd2

+ fDvz + F28scdDcg2 + fDBz

+ F38scdDcg2 + h=sDfd

− = ff8scdDcgj2ddt. s91d

Note that the nonlinear stability criterion admits comparison
with the linear stability Criteria A and B. That is the sub-
Alfvénic condition on the flow remains necessary. Condition
(90b) is more stringent than condition(69b) of Criterion B.

VI. SUMMARY

Under assumption of translational symmetry(in which
the fields have three components with an ignorable coordi-
nate), the equilibrium and stability properties of incompress-
ible flows have been investigated within the framework of
nonlinear ideal MHD theory. It has been proved that the
solutions of the ideal, incompressible, and homogeneous
MHD flows in the planesvz=Bz=0d are valid for equilibria
with the axial velocity component being a free flux function
and the axial magnetic field component being a constant
[vz=vzscd and Bz=const]. We have established nonlinear
Lyapunov stability conditions for the MHD flows considered
by using the method of convexity estimates, as explained in
Holm et al.8

Comparing our results with other approaches used in the
literature are discussed in the following.

In recent works, the equilibrium and stability properties
of ideal incompressible flows in the plane with constant den-
sity were investigated by Holmet al., Vladimirov and Mof-
fatt (Part I),46 and Vladimirov et al. (Part II).47 In Part I,
variational principles for incompressible MHD flows were
established and a frozen-in field(generalized vorticity) was
constructed. The existence of this frozen-in field has conse-
quences for the construction of Casimirs, the integral invari-
ants that play an essential role in the derivation of sufficient
conditions for stability(or stability criteria) for steady solu-
tions of the governing equations. In Part II, the approach of
Part I is applied to two-dimensional MHD flows where sta-
bility criteria were established. By comparing our Criteria
with the results of Part II,47 we find that conditions(69a) and
(69b) of criterion B coincide with those obtained there al-
though they are derived there by following a different ap-
proach, where the authors47 described the constant of motion
in a non explicit way involving Lagrangian variables. Fur-
ther, their procedure requires that(as they mentioned in their
conclusions) the velocity and magnetic fields have compo-
nents only in thex andy direction, while we have considered
the problem in the presence of the axial velocity and mag-
netic field components. Criterion A gives another estimate
for linear stability of the considered problem. Conditions
(69a) and (69b) are also identical with those obtained by
Holm et al. (Sec. 5.1 there). This proves that the stability
conditions for ideal MHD steady states with incompressible
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flows and constant density in a planar domain are also valid
for symmetric equilibria that have a nonplanar velocity field
component and a nonplanar magnetic field component(vz

Þ0 andBzÞ0).
Previously, a sufficient condition for linear stability of

force-free fields(J=lB with constantl) was obtained by
Tasso53 (Sec. 3.1 there). This condition is eDfs=∧Ad2

−lAperp·= ∧Agdtù0, whereA is the vector potential of the
magnetic field andAperp is the part ofA perpendicular toB.
Note that this condition is satisfied iflAperp·= ∧A ø0. By
comparing this to Criteria A and B, we find that the corre-
sponding condition isl=c ·=Bzø0. In the nonlinear case
his criterion (Sec. 4.1 in Ref. 53) was eDfs¹∧Ad2

−lA ·¹ ∧Agdtù0, which is satisfied whenlA ·= ∧A ø0.
The corresponding condition by our nonlinear criterion is
sl=c ·=Bzdmaxø0. Further, as an agreement with the non-
linear stability of a straightz pinch or tokamak surrounded
by perfectly conducting walls with homogeneous current
density and no flow in the unperturbed fluid in which he
proved several statements(Sec. 4.2 in Ref. 53); we find that
this MHD state is nonlinearly stable by our nonlinear stabil-
ity criterion.

As shown by Tasso,54 the two-dimensional flows parallel
to a vacuum magnetic field are nonlinearly stable. An agree-
ment with this by our criteria, we find that this MHD state is
linearly stable by Criteria A and B[example(iii )] as well as
it is nonlinearly stable by conditions(90a) and (90b).
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